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Abstract

To comply with the increasing number of government regulations about data placement and processing, and to protect themselves against major cloud outages, many users want the ability to easily migrate their workloads between clouds. In this paper we propose doing so not by imposing uniform and comprehensive standards, but by creating a fine-grained two-sided market via an intercloud broker. These brokers will allow users to view the cloud ecosystem not just as a collection of individual and largely incompatible clouds but as a more integrated Sky of Computing. We describe the design and implementation of an intercloud broker, named SkyPilot, evaluate its benefits, and report on its real-world usage.

1 Introduction

The modern information infrastructure is built around three components. The Internet provides end-to-end network connectivity, cellular telephony provides nearly ubiquitous user access via increasingly powerful handsets, and cloud computing makes scalable computation available to all. These ecosystems obviously have many superficial differences, but perhaps their most fundamental difference lies in the degree of compatibility between providers in each of these ecosystems.

The Internet and the cellular infrastructure were designed with the goal of universal reachability. This required both uniform and comprehensive industry standards and broadly-adopted interconnection agreements (for Internet peering and cellular roaming) that led to a globally connected federation of competing providers. The cloud ecosystem has very different origins, emerging as a replacement for dedicated on-premise computing clusters rather than serving as an interconnected communication infrastructure. As a result, cloud providers began by emphasizing their differences rather than their similarities; though the clouds are all based on the same basic conceptual units (e.g., VMs, containers, and now FaaS), they initially differed greatly in their orchestration interfaces. These orchestration interfaces have become more similar over time, but some clouds continue to differentiate themselves through numerous proprietary service interfaces, such as for storage or key-value stores. In addition, clouds typically impose much higher charges on data leaving than on data entering, resulting in “data gravity” (i.e., the difficulty of moving jobs to another cloud due to the expense of transferring the data). The combination of proprietary service interfaces and data gravity have led to significant customer lock-in: it is hard for companies who have established their computational workloads on one cloud to move them to another.

However, as cloud computing has become a critical part of our computational infrastructure, enterprises are increasingly worried about how difficult it is to migrate workloads between clouds. There are two compelling reasons for wanting more freedom in workload placement. First, no business wants any critical part of their infrastructure tied to a single provider because such lock-in reduces their negotiating leverage and also makes the business vulnerable to large-scale outages at the provider. Second, there are now strict regulations about data and operational sovereignty that dictate where data can be stored and computational jobs run. Not all cloud providers have datacenters in all countries, so the inability to migrate jobs between cloud providers could be a painful roadblock to satisfying these new regulations. These two reasons are not theoretical problems whose solutions would be “nice-to-have”; the recent occurrence of large-scale cloud outages and the increasing number of government regulations are quickly making such a solution a “must-have” for large-scale users of the cloud. This paper is about how we can ease the migration of workloads through the rise of Sky Computing, a concept first introduced in [81] but significantly extended and more deeply explored here. Sky Computing is when users, rather than directly interacting with the cloud, submit their jobs to what we call intercloud brokers who handle the placement and oversee the execution of their jobs.

To explain our approach in more depth, we first review related concepts and recent developments (§2). We then (§3) describe our vision of Sky Computing and its transformative possibilities. We present the requirements, architecture, and
implementaiton of an intercloud broker, named SkyPilot, that focuses on computational batch jobs (§4). We then demonstrate its benefits on several applications (§5). Finally, we share our experiences with early deployments (§6), survey related work (§7), and conclude (§8). While the body of this paper is devoted the technical characteristics of our system, in the appendix (§A.1) we speculate on how the cloud ecosystem might evolve once Sky Computing is more widely adopted.

SkyPilot is open source and available at https://github.com/skypilot-org/skypilot.

2 Related Concepts and Recent Developments

In this section we first review two concepts related to the ability to migrate workloads – standards and multicloud – and then discuss the recent progress towards compatibility.

2.1 Why Not Just Adopt Standards?

The first question one might ask is if seamless migration is the goal, why not adopt a set of uniform and comprehensive cloud standards, as was done for the Internet and cellular? In fact, a decade ago IEEE proposed a set of Intercloud standards for portability, interoperability, and federation among cloud providers [88] involving an Intercloud Service Catalog and an Intercloud federation layer. There are two fundamental problems with this and other proposals for such uniform and comprehensive cloud standards. First, there is no incentive for the dominant clouds (i.e., those with large market shares) to adopt such standards; it would decrease their competitive advantage and make it easier for customers to move their business to other clouds. Second, users interact with clouds at many levels, using high-level service interfaces such as PyTorch [76] or TensorFlow [53] in addition to low-level orchestration interfaces such as Kubernetes [36]. If the goal is to make workload migration seamless, then all of these interfaces would need to be standardized. Requiring every cloud to standardize every interface is both unrealistic (as noted in the first objection) and unwise (because these higher-level interfaces have changed significantly over time, and standardizing them would greatly hinder innovation).

2.2 Why Isn’t This Just Multicloud?

Multicloud is now an industry buzzword, and there are reports [33, 52] that most enterprises have, or will soon have, multicloud deployments: this would seemingly imply that our goal of seamless workload migration has already been realized. However, the common use of the term multicloud only requires that an enterprise have workloads on two or more clouds (e.g., the finance team runs their backend functions on Amazon while the analytics team runs their ML jobs on Google), not that they can easily move those workloads between clouds. It is clear, from everyone we have talked to in the industry, that moving many workloads between clouds remains difficult. The exceptions to this are the recent third-party offerings (e.g., by Trifacta, Confluent, Snowflake, Databricks, and others) that run on multiple clouds; users can indeed migrate their workloads that only use these services between clouds relatively easily (BigQuery, offered by Google, offers similar cross-cloud support). However, these are for specific workloads, and do not provide general support for workload migration.

In addition, there are several programming or management frameworks that support multiple clouds. JClouds [8] and Libcloud [10] offer portable abstractions over the compute, storage, and other services of many providers. However, the user still does the placement manually, whereas automatic placement is a key feature of Sky Computing. On the management front, Terraform [51] provisions and manages resources on different clouds, but requires the usage of provider-specific APIs, and also does not handle job placement. Kubernetes [36] orchestrates containerized workloads and can be run across multiple clouds (e.g., Anthos [5]). These frameworks, while quite valuable, focus on providing more compatibility in the lower-level infrastructure interfaces offered by the clouds (see §2.3), and as such are nicely complementary with Sky Computing but do not obviate the need for Sky Computing.

2.3 Growth In Interface Compatibility

Turning away from related concepts, we now discuss a recent development that Sky Computing will leverage. As noted before, users of cloud computing invoke a wide variety of computational and management interfaces. Many of these are open source systems that have become the de facto standards at different layers of the software stack, including operating systems (Linux), cluster resource managers (Kubernetes [36], Apache Mesos [63]), application packaging (Docker [27]), databases (MySQL [41], Postgres [43]), big data execution engines (Apache Spark [93], Apache Hadoop [89]), streaming engines (Apache Flink [57], Apache Spark [93], Apache Kafka [9]), distributed query engines and databases (Cassandra [7], MongoDB [39], Presto [44], SparkSQL [48], Redis [45]), machine learning libraries (PyTorch [76], TensorFlow [53], MXNet [58], MLflow [38], Horovod [79], Ray RLlib [66]), and general distributed frameworks (Ray [71], Erlang [55], Akka [1]). In addition, some of AWS’s interfaces are increasingly being supported on other clouds: Azure and Google provide S3-like APIs for their blob stores to make it easier for customers to move from AWS to their own clouds. Similarly, APIs for managing machine images and private networks are converging.

These trends increase what we call limited interface compatibility, where both of these qualifiers are crucial. This compatibility applies only to individual interfaces and these interfaces are typically not supported by all clouds but by more than one. Our contention, based on what we see in the ecosystem, is that the number and the usage of these interfaces that have this limited compatibility – i.e., are supported on more than one cloud – is increasing, largely but not exclusively due to open-source efforts.

We are basing our approach on the belief that this trend will
continue, and that leveraging this trend is far preferable to pursuing uniform and comprehensive standards. To paraphrase a quote attributed to Lincoln, we know that all interfaces are supported by some clouds, and some interfaces may be supported by all clouds, but we cannot and should not require that all interfaces be supported by all clouds.\footnote{The following adage is widely but incorrectly attributed to Lincoln: “You can fool part of the people all of the time, you can fool some of the people all of the time, but you cannot fool all the people all of the time.”}

3 The Vision of Sky Computing

We first describe what Sky Computing is, and articulate why we see it as not just tactical but transformative.

3.1 What Is Sky Computing?

Given this increasing level of limited interface compatibility, how do we leverage it to ease workload migration? There are two key components. First, in order to reduce data gravity, clouds can enter into reciprocal free data peering; i.e., two clouds can agree to let users move data from one cloud to another without charge. With high-speed connections prevalent (many clouds have 100 Gbps connections to various interconnection points where they can peer with other clouds), we think such free peering can easily be supported, with its costs more than offset by the increase in computational revenue that it enables. One might worry about the delay that such transfers incur, but if the resulting computation times are superlinear in the data size (or linear with a reasonably high constant) then no matter how large datasets become, the networking delays will not be a major bottleneck.

The second component, and the one we focus on for the rest of this paper, is what we call \textit{intercloud brokers}. In this paper we describe our intercloud broker, which is designed specifically for \textit{computational batch jobs} ($\S$4). While batch jobs (e.g., ML, scientific jobs, data analytics) represent only a fraction of today’s diverse cloud use cases, their computation demands are growing quickly [74] and are responsible for the recent surge of specialized cloud hardware [15, 22, 23]. Thus, we have started with a broker designed for batch jobs as a tractable but common and rapidly growing workload. We expect future versions of the broker will address a wider range of workloads, and provide a broader set of features, but that is not our focus here. In addition, we expect that eventually there will be an open market in intercloud brokers that charge a small fee for their brokerage service; some of those brokers will be general purpose and others more tailored to specific workloads, as ours is.

An intercloud broker takes as input a computational request that is specified as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which the nodes are \textit{coarse-grained} computations (e.g., data processing, training).\footnote{For lack of a better term we call these computations “tasks”. The request also includes the user’s preferences about price and performance.} For lack of a better term we call these computations “tasks”. The request also includes the user’s preferences about price and performance.
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\caption{An ML pipeline running on top of Sky. The goal is to minimize cost while processing the input data securely.}
\end{figure}

The intercloud broker is then responsible for placing these tasks across clouds. Unlike existing multicloud applications which run an application instance per cloud, an intercloud broker can run a single application instance across several clouds. For example, Figure 1 shows a machine learning (ML) pipeline with three tasks: data processing, training, and serving. The user may wish to minimize the total cost while processing data securely. The intercloud broker might decide to run data processing on Azure Confidential Computing [16] to anonymize data and thus protect data confidentiality, training on GCP to take advantage of TPUs [23], and serving on AWS to take advantage of the Inferentia accelerator [15].

The ability to partition applications enables the emergence of specialized clouds. For example, a cloud provider can build a successful business by just focusing on a single task, such as ML training, and offering the best price-performance for that task; see $\S$A.1 for a more detailed discussion of this.

In addition, the intercloud broker provides benefits even when the application (i) entirely runs on a single cloud, by automatically choosing the cloud that best matches the user’s preferences and choosing the best region and zone within that cloud, or (ii) uses services\footnote{By “service” we mean the compute services or a hosted service provided by one or more clouds, such as hosted Apache Spark (e.g., EMR [4], HDInsight [17]) and hosted Kubernetes (e.g., EKS [3], GKE [32], or AKS [18]).} provided only by a single cloud, by placing a task on that cloud but still having the freedom to use other clouds for the other tasks.

3.2 Why Is This Transformational?

There are three reasons, each from a different perspective, why we see this as a transformational change in cloud computing, not as merely a tactical mechanism for workload migration.

\textit{User’s Perspective:} When using an intercloud broker, users are no longer interacting with individual clouds, but with a more integrated “Sky” of computing. They merely specify their computation and their criteria, and the broker then places the job. This makes it significantly easier to use the cloud, and may lead to increased cloud adoption. Note that such an interface hides the heterogeneity between and within clouds. Users no longer need to research which clouds have the best prices, or offer a particular service. This also applies \textit{within} individual clouds, because different regions within a cloud

\begin{itemize}
\item[1] By “service” we mean the compute services or a hosted service provided by one or more clouds, such as hosted Apache Spark (e.g., EMR [4], HDInsight [17]) and hosted Kubernetes (e.g., EKS [3], GKE [32], or AKS [18]).
\end{itemize}
can offer different hardware options and different prices.

Competitive Perspective: Note that by serving as an intermediary between users and clouds, the intercloud broker is creating a fine-grained two-sided market for computation: users specify their tasks and requirements, and clouds offer their interfaces with their pricing and performance. Job placement is no longer driven mostly by measures to promote lock-in (e.g., proprietary interfaces and data gravity), but increasingly by the ability of each cloud to meet the user’s requirements through faster and/or more cost-efficient implementations. This means that the clouds, in order to increase their market, will likely start supporting interfaces that are commonly used in jobs, driving the market towards increased compatibility.

Ecosystem Perspective: Once there is a two-sided market established, the cloud ecosystem can transition from one in which all clouds offer a broad set of services and try their best to lock customers in, to one in which many clouds focus on becoming part of a computational Sky, where they can specialize in certain tasks because the intercloud broker will automatically direct computations to them if they best meet user needs for those particular tasks; the economic analysis in the appendix (§A.1.2) makes this case more precisely.

This vision should be tempered with several doses of reality. First, while we envision some clouds will embrace the vision of Sky Computing by focusing on compatible interfaces and adopting reciprocal free data peering, we expect others, particularly those with dominant market positions, to continue with lock-in as a market strategy. Nonetheless, the presence of a viable alternative cloud ecosystem will set the bar for innovation and meeting user requirements, so all users will benefit. Second, we assume that the creation of Sky Computing will be a lengthy process that will start slowly and gradually gather momentum. Our goal in this paper is to investigate how to start this transformation, not to define its ultimate form. As such, we start with with an intercloud broker for batch jobs—a small but important set of workloads. Third, given our focus on the early stages of the Sky, we do not provide solutions to several problems that must eventually be addressed, such as how to troubleshoot failures that occur with applications running across multiple clouds.

4 Intercloud Broker

We now present an intercloud broker that targets batch applications. We first review the requirements of such a broker, and then propose an architecture. Finally, we describe our implementation of the resulting design, called SkyPilot.

4.1 Requirements

Cataloging cloud services and instances. There is a huge and growing number of services, instances, and locations across clouds. As shown in Table 1, the top three public clouds alone provide hundreds of compute VM types in dozens of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud</th>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Zones</th>
<th>VM types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>20 (US: 4*)</td>
<td>64 (US: 15*)</td>
<td>≥558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azure</td>
<td>51 (US: 8*)</td>
<td>124 (US: 23*)</td>
<td>≥714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCP</td>
<td>35 (US: 9)</td>
<td>106 (US: 28)</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Top public clouds with their myriad choices of locations and compute instance types. Data is gathered from each cloud at the time of writing. * Not counting government cloud regions.

Figure 2: Dynamic resource unavailability: preemptions over time from a real-world bioinformatics workload trace. The workload ran for 8 days, using 24 large-CPU spot VMs on GCP, us-west1.

regions across the globe. Even for a simple request of a 4-vCPU VM in the “compute-optimized” family—advertised by all three clouds—there are at least 90 choices within the US in terms of region and VM type. Furthermore, each cloud has hundreds of software services (e.g., hosted Kubernetes/Spark, blob storage, SQL databases) to choose from. This is clearly beyond what can be navigated manually by ordinary users.

To provide the automatic placement of jobs, the broker must catalog the variety of instances and services, the APIs to invoke these services, and the subset of clouds and regions where these offerings are available.

Even after they have been cataloged, these many options are hard to navigate. Thus, the broker should expose filters on common attributes to applications so that they can easily narrow down the many options across clouds. For compute instances, filters may include the number of vCPUs, RAM, and accelerator types. For managed services (e.g., hosted analytics), filters may include the service or the package version (e.g., AWS EMR 6.5, or Apache Spark 3.1.2). Moreover, the broker should allow an application to choose specific services or instances supported only by one cloud.

Tracking pricing and dynamic availability. The price and availability of resources can vary dramatically across clouds and even regions or zones in the same cloud, often, but not always, following a diurnal pattern [73]. The variations are especially acute for scarce resources (§5.4), such as GPUs or preemptible spot instances that many applications use due to their lower costs, and change over time.

To illustrate the potential changes in resource availability, consider a real user’s application: a bioinformatics task running for 8 days on 24 spot VMs on GCP (see §5.2 for more detail). When a VM is preempted, it waits for another spot VM to become available. Figure 2 shows the cumulative number of preemptions over time. Note that preemptions happened every day and at unpredictably different rates (e.g.,...
compare day 3–4 vs. day 4–5). The application experienced 319 preemptions, a preemption every 36 minutes on average.

Thus, the broker should track the availability and pricing to provide applications with the best choices at run time. One challenge is that clouds do not publish availability information explicitly. The broker may have to learn about availability implicitly by observing preemptions or allocation failures of both on-demand and spot resources in different locations.

**Dynamic optimization.** Recall that the goal of the broker is to meet the application’s cost and performance requirements under various constraints, such as data residency. This means the broker should choose the types of instances or services, clouds, and locations to run the tasks in the application DAG. This is a challenging optimization problem because of (1) the sheer number of choices (Table 1), (2) DAG topologies becoming complex (Figure 10), and (3) the unpredictable resource availability and price changes during the application’s provisioning or run time (Figure 2).

As a result, the broker should implement a dynamic optimizer that can reflect the current resource availability and prices, and quickly find an optimal execution plan out of the large search space. To use up-to-date prices, the broker needs to compute the execution plan whenever an application starts. In addition, when a task in an application DAG cannot run as the broker originally planned due to availability changes, the broker needs to generate a new execution plan by re-optimization during the application’s run time.

**Managing resources and applications.** Once the optimizer decides the placement of an application, the broker must provision the resources and free them when the application terminates. This involves starting and reliably shutting down instances on various clouds, or creating and terminating services (e.g., sending requests to a hosted service like AWS EMR). While these lifecycle operations may seem straightforward, bugs or failures can easily lead to inconsistencies between the broker state and the cloud provider state (e.g., leaking instances or intermediate data), which can be costly.

In addition, the broker must manage the execution of the application, i.e., start an application’s task when its inputs are available, possibly restart it in case of failures or preemptions, and move the task’s inputs across clouds/regions, if remote.

### 4.2 Architecture

Given these requirements, we propose an intercloud broker architecture consisting of the following components (Figure 3).

**Catalog.** The catalog records the instances and services available in each cloud, detailed locations that offer them, and the APIs to allocate, shut down, and access them. It also stores the long-term prices for on-demand VMs, data storage, egress, and services (typically these prices do not change for months). The catalog can provide filtering and searching functionalities. The catalog can be based on information published by the clouds, listed by a third party, or collected by the broker.

![Architecture of the intercloud broker.](image)

**Tracker.** This component tracks spot prices (which can change more frequently, e.g., hourly or daily) as well as resource availability across clouds and their locations.

**Optimizer.** The optimizer takes as inputs (1) the application’s DAG and its requirements, and (2) the instance and service availability as well as their prices provided by the catalog and tracker, and then computes an optimal placement of the tasks. Upon resource availability and price changes, the optimizer may perform re-optimization.

**Provisioner.** This component manages resources (§4.1) by allocating the resources required to run the execution plan provided by the optimizer, and freeing them when each task exits. To handle unpredictable capacity and user quota errors, the provisioner implements automatic failover, where it asks the optimizer for a new placement plan if the provision fails. Failures are also reported to the tracker.

**Executor.** The executor manages the application (§4.1) by packaging each application’s tasks and running them on the resources allocated by the provisioner.

In the future, we imagine intercloud brokers will offer more sophisticated services such as troubleshooting across clouds, providing more detailed performance measurements for specific applications on each cloud, the equivalent of spot-pricing but across clouds, reselling services at lower than listed prices (similar to the travel industry), and advanced configuration features for security and/or networking.

Furthermore, we expect a commercial broker to provide billing support to enable a user to have a single account with the provider of the intercloud broker, which then pays for the services rendered by each cloud on behalf of the user, and charges the user back. In our current deployment, our users have direct accounts with the three major clouds, so this functionality is not needed.

### 4.3 SkyPilot: An Implementation

We have implemented SkyPilot, which follows the architecture described in §4.2 with one difference: instead of implementing the tracker as a centralized component, SkyPilot distributes it between the catalog that refreshes prices daily, and the provisioner that tracks and caches provisioning failures.
SkyPilot is written in ≈21,000 lines of Python code, and has involved several person-years so far. It currently supports AWS, Azure, and GCP. It is being used by users from 3 universities and 4 other organizations; we report our deployment experience in §6. Next, we first describe SkyPilot in detail, then discuss the services in the compatibility set it uses.

Application API. As mentioned earlier, an application is specified as a DAG of coarse-grained tasks. Example tasks include a Spark job to process data, a Horovod [79] job to train a model, or an MPI job for HPC computations. A task starts when all of the tasks that provide its inputs have finished. Each task is self-contained and includes its executable and all library dependencies (e.g., packaged as a Docker image).

A task specifies its input and output locations in the form of cloud object store URIs. Optionally, a task can provide the size estimates of its inputs and outputs to help the optimizer estimate the cost of data transfers across clouds.

Each task specifies the resources it requires. For flexibility, resources are encoded as labels, such as “cpu: 4” or “accelerator: nvidia-v100”, an idea we borrow from cluster managers such as Borg [85], Mesos [63], and Condor [82]. The optimizer uses these resource labels to search the service catalog for a set of feasible candidates for each task. If desired, the user can short-circuit the optimizer’s selection by explicitly specifying a cloud and an instance type.

The user optionally specifies the number of instances for each task by a “num_nodes: n” label, which defaults to 1. Since we target coarse-grained batch jobs, our users have not found this a burden. In the future, we plan to support autoscaling or intelligently picking the number of instances [54, 84].

Finally, the user supplies an optional time estimator for each task, which estimates how long it will run on each specified resource. These estimates are used by the optimizer for planning the DAG. The user could determine these estimates by benchmarking the task on different configurations. If a time estimator is unspecified for a task, currently the optimizer defaults to the heuristic of choosing the resource with the lowest hourly price.5

Example. Listing 1 shows an application consisting of two tasks. The train task trains a model. It reads the input data from S3 and writes the output (the trained model) to the object store of the cloud it is assigned to run on, which is determined by the optimizer. By using Resources, a dictionary of resource labels, the user specifies that this training task requires either an nvidia-v100 accelerator or a google-tpu-v3-8 accelerator with 4 host vCPUs. The user also provides a train_time_estimator_fn lambda that estimates the task’s run time on these two accelerators. For example, one can compute a rough estimate by dividing the total number of floating operations required for training the model by the accelerator’s performance in FLOPS (floating point operations per second).

Listing 1: API to express a simple application.

or use a more accurate benchmarking-based predictor.

The infer task performs model serving. It takes in the trained model as input (set_input(train.output(0))). The Airflow-like statement, train >> infer, enforces this dependency. These two tasks are encapsulated in a dag object. The DAG is passed to the optimizer to output an execution plan, which is then passed to the provisioner and the executor.

Figure 4a visualizes the DAG. (I/O data are task attributes and not nodes in the DAG; we show them for clarity.) While simple, this basic API already exposes many degrees of freedom. For example, while train’s input is on S3, the optimizer may choose to assign the task to a different cloud. In doing so, the optimizer must take into account the possible transfer costs, while satisfying the task’s requirements.

For convenience, SkyPilot also offers a YAML interface to specify an application in addition to the programmatic API.

Catalog. SkyPilot implements a simple catalog to support three services (IaaS, object stores, managed analytics) on AWS, Azure, and GCP. These offerings are sufficient for our target workloads. We use the clouds’ public APIs to obtain details about these offerings. Pricing is refreshed periodically.

Optimizer. The optimizer assigns each task to a cloud, location, and hardware configuration to best satisfy the user’s requirements, e.g., minimize the total cost or time. It achieves this by filtering the offerings in the service catalog and solving an integer linear program (ILP) to pick an optimal assignment.

Before the actual optimization takes place, the optimizer first translates the high-level resource requirements into a set of feasible configurations, i.e., tuples of (cloud, zone, instance type), that can be used to run each task.6 We call such a configuration a cluster. For example,

---

5Prior work [83] have considered performance prediction for analytics [84] and machine learning [78] workloads, which can also be leveraged.

6This also applies to most hosted analytics offerings (e.g., EMR, Dataproj) as they allow users to specify the cluster size and instance types.
Resources (accelerator='nvidia-v100') can be mapped to a cluster of AWS instances (AWS, us-west-2a, p3.2x) or Azure instances (Azure, westus2-1, NC6s_v3). To perform this translation, the optimizer filters the offerings in the service catalog to check if they satisfy the Resources required by each task. Each task is then annotated with the list of feasible clusters.

The optimizer computes execution plans at a zone level rather than a region level. This is because even in the same region, different zones can have different instance types and prices, and the data transfer between zones is not free.

**ILP-based optimization.** Consider a DAG with $N$ tasks, each with $C$ feasible clusters. Because $C$ is typically in the 10s and can be up to 100s, naively enumerating all $C^N$ possible assignments is infeasible even for modest values of $N$. To solve this, we formulate the assignment problem as a 0-1 ILP.

SkyPilot supports two types of optimization objectives: either total running cost or end-to-end run time. Our ILP formulation is inspired by Alpa [94], but we additionally consider the parallelism between tasks that do not have dependency on each other. This is critical for minimizing the DAG run time.

Given a DAG $(V, E)$ where $V$ is the set of the tasks and $E$ is the set of the edges representing the data dependencies between the tasks, our goal is to find an optimal mapping from each task in $V$ to one of its annotated feasible clusters.

For each task $v \in V$, we denote the set of the feasible clusters by $C_v$. Then we use a task time estimator to obtain a time vector $t_v \in \mathbb{R}^{|C_v|}$, where each element is the time estimate for running task $v$ on a cluster in $C_v$. The time estimator can be either provided by the user or set to a default value of 1 hour. In addition, we get a cost vector $c_v \in \mathbb{R}^{|C_v|}$ by multiplying $t_v$ by the hourly price of each cluster. To account for the data transfer overhead between two tasks $(u, v) \in E$, we define a matrix $P_{uv} \in \mathbb{R}^{\sum_{i=1}^{C_u} \times |C_v|}$ whose $(i, j)$ element is the data transfer time when the parent task $u$ is mapped to the $i$-th cluster of $C_u$ and the child task $v$ is mapped to the $j$-th cluster of $C_v$. Similarly, we define $Q_{uv} \in \mathbb{R}^{\sum_{i=1}^{C_u} \times |C_v|}$ for the data transfer cost between $u$ and $v$.

When minimizing the total cost, we have:

$$\min_s \sum_{v \in V} s_v^T c_v + \sum_{(u, v) \in E} s_u^T Q_{uv} s_v$$

where $s_v \in \{0, 1\}^{C_v}$ is the one-hot decision vector that selects a cluster from $C_v$. The objective explicitly considers the two types of cost: the first term represents the total cost spent in executing all tasks on the selected clusters, while the second term represents the total data transfer cost. After we linearize [61] the second term, we get a 0-1 ILP, which SkyPilot solves using an off-the-shelf solver, CBC [60].

Similarly, when minimizing the end-to-end time, we have:

$$\min_{f_v} f_{\text{sink}}$$

s.t. $f_v \geq f_u + s_u^T P_{uv} s_v + s_u^T T_{uv}$ \quad $\forall (u, v) \in E$

where $s_v \in \{0, 1\}^{C_v}$ is the one-hot decision vector and $f_v \in \mathbb{R}$ is the finish time of the task $v$. The optimization constraint ensures that a task finishes no earlier than its parent, the input data are available, and the task produces its outputs. Under these constraints, the running time of the DAG becomes the finish time of its sink.\(^5\) Again, as we can linearize the second term, this problem can be efficiently solved by 0-1 ILP solvers.

While we cover the two representative objectives above, our ILP formulation allows any combination of cost and time to be used for the optimization. For example, we can minimize the cost under a time budget (or vice versa), by augmenting Equation 1 with the constraint in Equation 3 and bounding $f_{\text{sink}}$ by the time budget. Future work can incorporate carbon footprint of cloud regions [21] into placement decisions.

**Provisioner.** SkyPilot implements a provisioner that reads the optimized plan and allocates a cluster for the next task ready to execute. As discussed, allocations may fail due to either insufficient capacity in a cloud’s location or insufficient quota of the user’s account. On such failures, the provisioner kicks off failover as follows. First, the failed location is temporarily blocked for the current allocation request with a time-to-live. Then, the optimizer is asked to re-optimize the DAG with this new constraint added. The provisioner then retries in the newly optimized location (another location of the same cloud or a different cloud). If all available locations fail to provide the resource, either an error is returned to the user or the provisioner can be configured to wait and retry in a loop.

We found failover to be especially valuable for scarce resources (e.g., large CPU or GPU VMs). For example, depending on request timing, it took 3–5 and 2–7 location attempts to allocate 8 V100 and 8 T4 GPUs on AWS, respectively.

---

\(^2\) For instance, the previous example that requires one V100 GPU maps to 79 feasible clusters globally across AWS, Azure, and GCP.

\(^3\) If the DAG has multiple sinks, we create a dummy sink that has a fake dependency on the real sinks.
Executor. After a cluster is provisioned, the executor orchestrates a task’s execution, e.g., setting up the task’s dependencies on the cluster, performing cross-cloud data transfers for the task’s inputs, and running the task (which can be a distributed program utilizing a multi-node cluster). We built an executor on top of Ray [71], a distributed framework that we use for intra-cluster task execution with fault tolerance support. Using Ray, rather than building a new execution engine, allowed us to focus on building the higher-level components new to the broker. For example, our executor implements a storage module that abstracts the object stores of AWS, Azure, and GCP and performs transfers. The executor also implements status tracking of task executions for resource management. On execution failures, the executor optionally exposes cluster handles to allow login and debugging.

The executor interface is modular. We envision other executors will be added in the future, e.g., for Kubernetes [36]. In addition, while our system formulation is generic enough to support arbitrary DAGs, our implementation of the executor has focused on supporting pipelines (sequential DAGs).

Compatibility set. One of the distinguishing features of Sky is leveraging the already existing services and APIs across clouds (i.e., compatibility set; §2.3), rather than building uniform services and APIs across all clouds. However, a broker still needs to develop some glue-code to handle similar but not identical services supported by different clouds. The natural question is what is the effort to implement such glue-code? The answer for our applications so far is “minimal”.

To manage clusters, SkyPilot uses Ray’s cluster launcher, which already supports AWS, GCP, and Azure. (Other frameworks could also be used, e.g., Terraform [51].) The main functionality we added is the control for automatic failover.

One of the most important components of any Sky application is storage. While the APIs provided by the object stores of the three major clouds are similar, they are not identical. Fortunately, all have libraries [20, 30, 46] exposing the POSIX interface, which allows us to mount different object stores as directories. Providing this functionality required only 400–500 lines of code (LoC) per object store.

Finally, for analytics applications we use high-level APIs, e.g., hosted analytics services provided by AWS (EMR) and GCP (Dataproc). Abstracting these services required us to implement just two methods: provisioning and termination. This involved only 200 LoC for EMR and Dataproc together.

5 Experiments

We conduct a series of experiments to evaluate the benefits of our intercloud broker. Overall, we found that:

• SkyPilot enables batch applications to take advantage of unique hardware, unique managed services, and improved availability across locations and clouds.

• On three applications (ML pipelines, scientific jobs, and data analytics), SkyPilot saves up to 2.7× in time, 80% in cost, and 2× in makespan, compared to using a single cloud or location.

• Even for single-cloud applications, the broker improves availability by migrating jobs across regions, a policy not supported by cloud providers’ own solutions (§5.2).

Table 2 shows all workload types and their respective benefits.

### 5.1 Machine Learning Pipelines

We start with running two ML pipelines on SkyPilot to leverage the strengths of different clouds. In both pipelines, the goal is to minimize the total cost. We consider two scenarios:

- Single-cloud: all tasks are constrained to a single cloud;
- Broker: each task runs according to the plan generated by SkyPilot’s optimizer, possibly on different clouds.

Overall, both pipelines benefit from SkyPilot’s flexibility to run compute-intensive tasks on clouds with unique hardware accelerators (e.g., Inferentia, TPUs) that can provide speedups which offset the cost and latency of moving the data.

Due to space limit, we show in appendix (§A.2) an additional experiment on SkyPilot leveraging spot instances across clouds to run ML training with improved availability and cost.

### 5.1.1 Vision Pipeline

The vision pipeline consists of two tasks: train and infer (see Listing 1). The train task trains a ResNet-50 model on the ImageNet dataset (150 GB, stored on AWS S3). The infer task runs offline inference on 10^8 images (e.g., nightly photo categorization for services like Instagram or Google Photos).

Since training deep learning models often requires iterative and heavy computations, we demonstrate a large reduction in cost and run time by moving the training data from AWS to GCP to leverage its TPU accelerators for training [23].

**Setup.** We specify resource candidates for each task as:

- train: `nvidia-v100`, `google-tpu-v3-8`
- infer: `google-tpu-v3-8`, `nvidia-t4`, `aws-inferentia`

For train, we use a V100 (common high-end GPU for training) or a TPU. For infer, we use a TPU, a T4 GPU (marketed as the most cost-effective GPU for model inference), or an Inferentia accelerator designed by AWS for cost-effective inference [15].

The best single-cloud plans are shown in Figure 5, termed (AWS, GCP, Azure)-only. The Broker plan is SkyPilot’s optimizer output that minimizes the total cost. In this experiment, we used a simple time estimator that divides the total FLOPs
required to train the model by the hardware FLOPS:

```python
def train_time_estimator_fn(resource):
    train_tflops = ... # Obtained from model analysis.
    if resource.accelerator == 'nvidia-v100':
        hardware_tflops = 120
    elif resource.accelerator == 'google-tpu-v3-8':
        hardware_tflops = 420
    return train_tflops / hardware_tflops
```

We used a similar FLOPs-based time estimator for infer.

Results. We show the plan generated by SkyPilot’s optimizer in Figure 4b and the results in Figure 5.

While this pipeline is simple, its search space is already large, with a total of 2,170 possible assignments (details in §5.4), as we have multiple choices in hardware, cloud, and location. The optimizer successfully finds an optimal solution. Compared with the three single-cloud plans, the Broker plan lowers the total cost by 18%–47%, by taking advantage of the unique hardware capabilities across two clouds.

For train, the optimizer decides that, despite the input being stored on AWS, it is better to incur an egress cost and ship it to GCP to use the TPU. This choice leads to a cost of $57 ($44 compute, $13 egress) which is less than training on AWS, at $85. SkyPilot’s storage module uses GCP’s storage transfer service [31] to copy the data in about 3 minutes.

For infer, the optimizer estimates that AWS’s Inferentia is more cost-effective than the T4 GPU, after factoring in a small data egress cost (shipping the first task’s output, a 0.1 GB model, from GCP to AWS with a cost of $0.01).

To understand the cost savings, we compare the detailed time and cost per task. For training (Figure 6a), SkyPilot’s choice of GCP TPU takes 5.4 hours and costs $57 with egress included, which is 5.2× faster and 33% cheaper than the AWS V100 plan. (Azure V100 is similar but has $13 for egress; hence omitted.) To make the hardware more comparable, we submitted the task again requesting 4 V100s on AWS to match the FLOPS performance of a TPU v3-8; still, TPU is 1.5× faster and 42% cheaper than 4 V100s. For serving (Figure 6b), AWS’s custom Inferentia chip saves both cost (71%) and time (1.8× faster) compared to the widely available T4 GPU.

Thus, clouds offer unique hardware incentives to different tasks, even if the data is stored on a different cloud.

Optimizing for time vs. cost. To test SkyPilot’s ability to minimize the total time rather than cost (§4.3), we resubmit this pipeline to SkyPilot with the time-minimizing objective. The resource selection for train remains the same. For infer, SkyPilot now chooses GCP TPU (estimated to take 2.5 hours and cost $21, per 108 images) over AWS Inferentia (which was cost-optimal; estimated to take 8.2 hours and cost $3). The estimates reflect the actual ranking in Figure 6b. Even though the TPU costs 4× more in total than Inferentia, it reduces inference time by 5.7×. This example shows that optimal placements can change based on user preferences.

5.1.2 NLP Pipeline

We next run a natural language processing (NLP) pipeline that emulates an increasingly prevalent workload: fine-tuning “foundation models” [56]. It consists of three tasks (Figure 1):

- **Confidential data processing**: remove sensitive information from raw data using Intel SGX hardware enclaves. We use the Amazon Customer Reviews Dataset [2] and treat it as if it contained personally identifiable information (PII) and thus must be processed securely. To remove sensitive data, we use Opaque [95] on an SGX-enabled instance to filter on a column (i.e., the filtered-out information is assumed sensitive), and output only the review texts and star ratings. The size of the output dataset is 1 GB.

- **Train**: fine-tune BERT-base [59], a popular natural language understanding model, on the preprocessed and now non-sensitive data. This model predicts a rating given a review text. We fine-tune the model for 10 epochs.

- **Infer**: use the model to classify 1M new reviews.

Setup. The first task requires `Resources(intel_sgx=True)`, which is currently only offered by Azure [16]. For training, we consider either 4 V100s, or a TPU v3-8. For serving, we consider either a T4 GPU, or AWS’s Inferentia.

Due to the confidential computing requirement, the only possible single-cloud plan is to run all three tasks on Azure:
a DC8 VM for SGX, an NC24s VM with 4 V100 GPUs for training, and an NC8as instance with a T4 GPU for serving.

**Results.** Table 3 shows the time and cost comparison between the single-cloud and Broker plans. Different from beforehand, the Broker plan for this pipeline uses all three clouds. The search space is larger, with over 16K possibilities (§5.4).

As expected, the single-cloud plan restricts its choices of hardware to Azure and thus results in suboptimal cost and performance. While Azure’s Intel SGX offering is unique for secure processing, SkyPilot allows this pipeline to leverage different clouds for other tasks of the same application. SkyPilot’s optimizer picks the TPU (GCP) over V100s for training, and the Inferentia (AWS) over the T4 GPU for serving. This considerably reduces both the total run time (by 62%) and cost (by 80%) compared with the Azure-only plan.

### 5.2 Bioinformatics

The intercloud broker should dynamically respond to the changing availability of resources (§4.1). We evaluate SkyPilot’s handling of availability changes by modeling a real user’s workload: A bioinformatic task of mapping DNA cells of sequencing data [67, 92]. The jobs are independent, have variable-sized inputs and variable run times, with each using all CPUs within one machine. Jobs are not checkpointable and failures require recomputation from scratch. Finally, these jobs are recurring: there are 10s to 100s of jobs to run every week based on incoming data. Due to long run times, this user exclusively uses spot VMs on GCP to save costs, and has been continuously using SkyPilot to do so for several months.

We submit 40 jobs to SkyPilot, each running on an n1-highmem-96 spot VM on GCP for 8–12 hours. We implement and compare two policies in SkyPilot: (1) SingleRegion, which retries each preempted job in other zones of the same region—this models providers’ managed instances solutions [35]; (2) Broker, which retries each preempted job in the next cheapest region chosen by the optimizer. We start two sets of 40 jobs together (to minimize variance due to time) in the region with the cheapest price for this VM (us-west1). We ensure the jobs are within quotas so all job migrations are due to preemptions.

Overall, the Broker policy finishes significantly faster than the SingleRegion baseline, due to experiencing fewer preemptions. **Figure 7** (top) shows that Broker completed 75% of the jobs 1.6x or 7 hours faster than SingleRegion. At around $T = 16$ hours, all Broker jobs finished, while 30% (12) of SingleRegion jobs were still running. The last SingleRegion job finished at $T = 32$ hours, yielding a 2x longer makespan.

**Figure 7** (bottom) shows the speedup comes from Broker incurring 5x fewer preemptions. Since both policies started in the same region, the preemption curves initially overlapped. Broker swiftly moved the 22 preempted jobs to another region, which remained non-preemptive for the entire duration (e.g., last preemption occurred before $T = 8$ hours). The original region continued to experience a high preemption rate in all zones, causing SingleRegion to have far more stragglers.

While this example represents a good case (moving from a region with a high preemption rate to a region with a low preemption rate), it shows that SkyPilot can dynamically use multiple regions to improve availability when needed. Managed solutions from cloud providers, e.g., spot fleets [49] or managed instances [35], are confined within a region and thus cannot support such a cross-region (or cross-cloud) policy.

Finally, note that this policy is not always better than SingleRegion. For example, if the jobs started in a region with a low preemption rate, some unlucky jobs could be preempted and moved to a region with a higher preemption rate, which could be worse than SingleRegion. Importantly, SkyPilot allows new policies (cross-cloud/region) to be implemented easily, and we expect this to be an area of future research.

### 5.3 Managed Data Analytics

So far, we demonstrated SkyPilot’s ability to use IaaS (VMs) on different clouds. We now use the broker to run an analytics workload on the managed analytics services of two clouds: AWS EMR [4] and GCP Dataproc [29]. While VMs with the same hardware on different clouds should have mostly the same performance, we expect hosted services to exhibit more performance variations due to differences in software. We run TPC-DS [72] on the following (scale factor 100, or 33 GB of data in Parquet, generated locally on each cloud):

- AWS EMR: which runs an optimized runtime [42] for...
Spark 3.1.2, on a 3-node m5.4xlarge cluster. Version 6.5.0.

- AWS EMR Graviton: like above, but on a 3-node m6g.4xlarge cluster, which uses the Graviton2 ARM-based processors custom-designed by AWS [14]. Due to its cost-performance benefits, several large companies such as Netflix and Snap have moved some of their workloads to Graviton2 from traditional x86 instances [13].

Figure 8a shows AWS EMR finishes 34% faster and 43% cheaper than GCP Dataproc. We ensured that GCP’s n2 cluster has the same or better hardware than AWS’s m5.4x cluster. Thus, the speedup is due to EMR’s optimized software runtime [42] for Spark, representing a unique software incentive for users with similar analytics workloads.

In addition, AWS EMR Graviton improves both the cost and run time over AWS EMR by 23% and 6%, respectively. Thus, this is a case of combining the unique software and hardware advantages to attract such workloads even more.

To understand the tradeoff between better services vs. data gravity, Figure 8b shows the cost of running more queries from the benchmark, assuming the data is not generated locally but initially resides in GCP and has to be copied. (Here, we simply execute the TPC-DS benchmark’s 99 queries multiple times to increase the number of queries we ran.) With 1K queries, EMR’s speed advantage already offsets the data transfer cost ($2.8). Running 2.5K queries yields a cost saving of 32% for EMR and 46% for EMR Graviton, while running 10K queries yields 42% and 55% savings, respectively.

To request a managed service for a task, we specify

```python
    task.set_managed_service(
        AnalyticsService(
            dependencies=['Spark': '3.1.2', 'Hadoop': '3.2.1', ...],
            resources=Resources(cpu=16, ram=64 * GB, num_nodes=3)))
```

where AnalyticsService is backed by concrete implementations such as EMR or Dataproc. The dependencies field specifies the desired package versions for the hosted service; such version lists are published by the cloud providers [11,26] and recorded in SkyPilot’s service catalog.

---

Table 4: Capturing the large heterogeneity of locations and pricing in the catalog. We show for a subset of offerings, the number of zones that provide them (out of 294 zones globally across the top 3 clouds), the pricing ratios of the most costly to the cheapest zone, and the coefficients of variation (CV) of prices across zones. CPUs are the latest generation in the “general-purpose” family.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Zones</th>
<th>On-demand $</th>
<th>Spot $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>AMD (8 cores)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>2.5×</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arm (8 cores)</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>2.1×</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intel (8 cores)</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>1.6×</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>K80 (1 chip)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>9.5×</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4 (1 chip)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>1.7×</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V100 (1 chip)</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1.6×</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A100 (8 chips)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1.9×</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>v2 (8 cores)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.2×</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>v3 (8 cores)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.1×</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

5.4 Analyzing the Broker

Location and pricing heterogeneity in the catalog. We analyze SkyPilot’s service catalog (over 76K entries) to see how well it captures the heterogeneity in locations and prices for all three clouds. Table 4 shows the results. We see that not all offerings (VMs, accelerators) are present in all zones, and there can be large price differences across zones.

Among the 294 zones across the three clouds, the latest Intel CPUs are widely offered, but AMD is only offered in 50% of the zones, while ARM is in only 30%. CPU workloads, e.g., bioinformatics (§5.2) and analytics (§5.3), can suffer from up to 2.5× price premiums if run in the most expensive zone, which increase to 9.4× if spot instances are used. These differences are even larger for NVIDIA GPUs, which are present in just 16–50% of all zones, and their prices vary by up to 9.5× for on-demand and 10.8× for spot. Finally, despite TPUs being offered only in 4–5 (or 5%) GCP zones, there is still a 10%–20% price difference across those zones.

This significant heterogeneity in locations and pricing makes it hard for users to manually find the best placement. By capturing this heterogeneity, SkyPilot’s catalog enables the optimizer to automatically exploit these differences.

Optimizer overhead. We evaluate SkyPilot’s optimizer overhead on a variety of DAGs. Figure 9 shows the search space sizes and the optimization time for the two ML pipelines in §5.1 and 3 other DAGs (see below). Despite the pipelines’ simple structures (Vision, NLP), their search spaces already have 2K–16K possible assignments, making them non-trivial or infeasible to optimize by hand. Using the ILP, however, our optimizer can find an optimal solution in under 1.4 seconds.

Additionally, we test on three larger and more complex DAGs, found in Airflow’s repository [6]: the first two (Figure 10a, Figure 10b) are commonly used in the real world [68], while the third (Figure 10c) has a more complex structure.
We have deployed SkyPilot to dozens of users from 3 universities and 4 other organizations, who have been using the broker to run both ad hoc and recurring batch jobs in the clouds for many months. These users have switched to the intercloud broker from their prior solutions of manually interacting with specific clouds, either via web consoles or low-level APIs. Below, we discuss our experiences with the system so far based on user feedback.

Benefits of an intercloud broker. By surveying our users, we found that users value the broker not only for cost reduction, but also for improved availability (see §5.2) and in general for improving their productivity. For example, users like the broker’s ability to automatically provision scarce resources across clouds or regions, the easy access to best-of-breed hardware (e.g., TPUs), and the simple packaging of existing programs. Moreover, by interacting with the broker rather than the clouds, they value the ability to run the same jobs on different clouds with no change to their code or workflow.

Cluster reuse for faster development and debugging. Users have reported that the typical provisioning time of several minutes for a new cluster is too long, especially during the iterative code development phase. To alleviate this, we added the ability to reuse existing clusters for running a new application. This also helps the debugging of Sky applications as the users can log into a cluster to inspect and troubleshoot.

Moving data is acceptable for many workloads. Data gravity can prevent workloads from being moved across clouds. However, we found that for many batch workloads, cross-cloud data transfers are not as slow or costly as we expected. In fact, moving data can be profitable even after factoring in the egress (Figure 5; Figure 8).

There are several reasons for this. First, the computation complexity of many batch jobs, such as ML training, is typically super-linear in the input size. Second, many datasets are not excessively large. For example, a study from Microsoft reports that most production ML datasets are between 1 GB to 1 TB [75]. Our results (§5.1.1) suggest that a 1 TB dataset can likely be moved in ~20 minutes with a cost of ~$90. Depending on the job, this delay and cost can be easily offset by the destination offering better hardware, software, or pricing.

On-premise clusters as part of the Sky. Users have requested the support for running jobs on on-premise clusters through the broker. There are several benefits. First, this would enable users to take advantage of idle local clusters and burst to the cloud when they are overloaded. Second, the broker would offer the same interface that hides the heterogeneity (to the extent possible), so the same Sky applications could run both in the cloud and locally. Challenges include designing spillover policies and handling compatibility and storage.

7 Related Work

Sky Computing. We are not the first to use the name “Sky Computing” as several papers, dating back to 2009, also used this term [62, 69, 70]. However, these papers focus on particular technical solutions, such as running middleware (e.g., Nimbus) on a cross-cloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service platform, and target specific workloads such as high-performance computing (HPC). This paper takes a broader view of Sky Computing, seeing it as a change in the overall ecosystem and considering how technical trends and the market forces can play a critical role in the emergence of Sky Computing.

The work most closely related to this paper is [81], but here we significantly extend that work by refining the vision, designing and building a broker, demonstrating its benefits in several applications, and reporting on early adoption.
Cross-cloud compute, storage, and egress. Supercloud [65] is a virtual cloud that can span multiple zones and clouds, using nested virtualization and live VM migration to move stateful workloads across locations. Our proposal shares the goal of easing workload migration, but supports migrating higher-level jobs (not VMs), considers a broader set of cloud services in addition to IaaS, and focuses on batch jobs by optimizing for price, performance, and availability.

There have been several proposals for cross-cloud storage solutions. CosTLO [91] and SPANStore [90] use request redundancy and replication to minimize storage access latencies. Perhaps the most comprehensive is Gaia-X, a European effort to create a federated open data infrastructure that enables data sharing with strong governance properties and respecting data and cloud sovereignty [28]. These efforts are largely orthogonal to our focus on computational tasks.

Several industry efforts have been started to reduce cross-cloud data egress fees. The Bandwidth Alliance [19] is one such effort, consisting of several cloud providers who agree to reduce or even eliminate egress fees from their clouds to Cloudflare or other members. Closely related is Cloudflare R2 [24], an object store that promises to charge zero egress fees. Naturally, Sky Computing benefits from these efforts to combat data gravity, and the intercloud broker can be extended to support zero-egress storage systems.

Middleware. Middleware solutions (e.g., CORBA [25], Microsoft BizTalk [37], IBM WebSphere [34], etc.) bear some resemblance to our work. While these solutions allow systems from different vendors to communicate and interoperate, our proposal allows an application to utilize cloud services offered by different cloud providers.

There are several differences between these efforts and the intercloud broker. First, we consider satisfying requirements such as minimizing costs which have not been a concern of these systems. Second, the intercloud broker focuses on placing the components of the same application rather than on how systems from different vendors interoperate. Finally, we are operating in a cloud setting rather than a traditional distributed system setting.

Differences aside, middleware solutions that allow cloud services to interoperate (e.g., connect an AWS S3 bucket with GCP Dataproc) could be considered as being part of the compatibility set, which the intercloud broker can leverage.

Integration Platform-as-a-Service (iPaaS). Like the middleware systems discussed above, iPaaS solutions [40, 47] also integrate distinct systems but are often run as managed services on the cloud. iPaaS solutions provide adaptors to connect APIs from different services and systems (e.g., APIs for Snowflake, Jira, or Stripe). Developers can build workflows on top (e.g., on receiving a new case in Salesforce, call Jira’s API to open a ticket) and deploy them through the iPaaS.

While iPaaS can run integration workflows on the cloud, our proposal places and runs compute-intensive jobs on the most suitable cloud based on price, performance, and availability. Similar to middleware, iPaaS is complementary as we can leverage these adaptors to expound the compatibility set.

Optimization for geo-distributed analytics. A line of work has optimized the performance of geo-distributed analytics [64, 77, 86]. This setting is similar in spirit to ours: it considers running a MapReduce-style job (an analytics query) across many sites, while we consider running a DAG of coarse-grained computations potentially across several clouds.

There are three main differences. First, these techniques are system-specific optimizations, and we in general do not assume as much knowledge about the application. Second, these techniques mostly assume different sites to differ only in their WAN bandwidths and otherwise have identical hardware, while we exploit the inherent differences in hardware, software, pricing, and resource availability of several clouds or regions/zones within a cloud. Third, these solutions optimize for faster completion times, while we also consider minimizing costs and improving resource availability.

That said, we note that the intercloud broker could potentially leverage system-specific optimizations if it is told that the application is of a certain type (e.g., MapReduce).

8 Conclusion

This paper describes the design, implementation, applications, and early deployment of an intercloud broker, SkyPilot. SkyPilot enables users to seamlessly run their batch jobs across clouds to minimize cost and/or delay. We see this as the first step towards a paradigm we call Sky Computing, which we hope will transform the cloud computing ecosystem to better meet user needs.
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A Appendix

A.1 Implications and Economics of the Sky

While the body of this paper was firmly rooted in what an intercloud broker could offer now, we turn our attention to the future and ask: what are the implications of the Sky for the future cloud ecosystem? This section is inherently more speculative, so we have included it as an appendix to provide some context for where we think this approach could take us.

A.1.1 Embracing Diversity

While there is an increase in limited interface compatibility, in the overall ecosystem there is an increasing diversity in terms of location and hardware. The aforementioned regulatory concerns require greater flexibility in location: Sky Computing provides an easy way to specify the necessary location constraints. However, there are two other important location considerations. First, some tasks should be run on nearby edge clouds to lower latencies between client and cloud. Second, some tasks should be on on-premise clusters, rather than public clouds, to lower costs (see [87] for an argument as to why this is crucial). These concerns can be met by bringing edge and on-premise clouds into the Sky. The intercloud broker could then automatically send jobs to the closest edge cloud (if lowering latency is important) or to the on-premise cloud (if lowering costs is important and there is enough capacity).

In addition, by allowing users to specify specific hardware requirements in their request, one can automatically seek out clouds that have the appropriate hardware support. Or one can merely ask for high performance, and the intercloud broker will find the highest-performing cloud for that task, regardless of how they achieve it. Thus, Sky Computing turns the diversity of the current clouds from an impediment to an advantage: as long as one cloud meets a user’s needs in terms of location or hardware or other constraints, the intercloud broker will find it.

A.1.2 Economic Analysis

For analytical convenience here we assume that in the future clouds will fall into two categories. Some clouds will remain proprietary, offering their own APIs for some tasks and charging for data egress in an attempt to keep customers tied to their cloud. However, others will join the Sky and become a commodity cloud in that they fully embrace the open source interfaces and do reciprocal data peering with other clouds that have joined the Sky. The economic choice facing clouds is which of these alternatives they choose. Note that even proprietary clouds can be used by the intercloud broker, but doing so may entail data egress charges.

The choice facing consumers is which of these two types of clouds they choose to use: do they send their workloads to a single proprietary cloud, or do they let the intercloud broker find which clouds to run on? In what follows, we assume that users attempt to optimize some measure of price and
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performance of each task; we will denote this metric by $P_2$, and define it so that smaller values are better. The relative importance of price and performance will differ between users, but we do not address that here as it overcomplicates the analysis without adding much insight; instead, we assume all users attempt to minimize the same measure $P_2$. We now analyze, in a vastly oversimplified model, how the ecosystem of clouds might evolve given this consumer behavior.

Denote by $R$ the set of proprietary clouds and denote by $\mathcal{S}$ the set of commodity clouds (i.e., the Sky). Assume that the workload from user $\alpha$ consists of a set of tasks $\{j\}$, with a weight or frequency $w_j^\alpha$ that represents the fraction of their workload that consist of task $j$. Note that this analysis can either apply to individual applications (which involve a DAG of tasks), or an overall workload.

The $P_2$ of task $j$ on cloud $c$ is denoted by $P^c_j$. If a cloud does not support that task, $P^c_j$ is set to be infinite. Let $P^\alpha_j$ be the $P_2$ taking into account the delays (and perhaps egress charges, if a proprietary cloud is used) in sending data between different clouds. We then define $P_{j}$ and $\tilde{P}_j$ as the minimal $P_2$’s achievable (the latter taking into account the extra inter-cloud delays and cost, and the former not): $P_j = \min_{c \in \mathcal{S}, \mathcal{R}}[P^c_j]$ and $\tilde{P}_j = \min_{(c \in \mathcal{S} \cup \mathcal{R})}[P^\alpha_j]$.

Assume for simplicity that these workloads are either sent to the Sky (i.e., placement determined by the intercloud broker), or to a single proprietary cloud. Given these assumptions, if the workload is sent to a proprietary cloud, the user $\alpha$ will choose the cloud $c \in R$ that minimizes $\sum_j w_j^\alpha P^c_j$; call this cloud $c(\alpha)$. If sent to the Sky, then the overall $P_2$ is $\sum_j w_j^\alpha \tilde{P}_j$. Given our assumptions, a user will pick between $c(\alpha)$ and the Sky, depending on whether the sum $\sum_j w_j^\alpha[P^\alpha_j - \tilde{P}_j]$ is positive (Sky) or negative (proprietary cloud $c(\alpha)$). Note that since by definition $P_j \leq P^\alpha_j$, this can only be negative if the inter-cloud delays or costs are significant.

The question a cloud faces is whether to join the Sky or not. If it remains a proprietary cloud, the only customers it gains are those for whom its overall average $P_2$ is best: i.e., for those users for whom it is $c(\alpha)$. If it joins the Sky, it gains revenue for each task $j$ where its performance is best among the clouds (taking into account the inter-cloud delays).

Assuming most users have a broad workload including many tasks, this analysis suggests that a cloud should only remain proprietary if it can compete across a broad collection of tasks. Joining the Sky becomes the rational choice for clouds who realize they cannot compete broadly, but can find narrower market niches (i.e., sets of tasks) where they excel.

Note that two proprietary clouds compete in a zero-sum manner: for users sending their workloads to proprietary clouds, either one gets the business or the other. Sky clouds compete in a much different way. Of course, they all compete to provide the best $P_2$ implementations for each task. However, a cloud providing a superior solution for one type of task helps a cloud focusing on other types of tasks, because users will only use the Sky if the overall service they get is better than that on proprietary clouds. Thus, the ecosystem of Sky clouds combines competition on each task type with collaboration to provide high-quality support across a broad spectrum of tasks. This is the interdependence in the Sky.

This analysis is obviously oversimplified in many dimensions. For instance, users make different tradeoffs between cost and delay, and workloads are more complicated than just a linear combination of tasks. However, none of these considerations undercut the general observation above that proprietary clouds must be prepared to compete across a wider range of tasks (since their egress charges and proprietary interfaces purposely reduce the likelihood of users offloading to other clouds).

For a fledging cloud provider, it seems clear that joining the Sky is the preferable choice. These new clouds can concentrate on narrow sets of tasks where they can compete favorably with existing commodity and proprietary clouds, and they need not worry about marketing as the intercloud brokers will seek out the best $P_2$ available.

None of these results are surprising, as the intercloud broker effectively sets up a two-sided market. Two-sided markets are common, and they are typically opposed by market actors who have high margins and want to preserve them, but are welcomed by those struggling to get a foothold in the market and who cannot otherwise overcome the inherent advantages of the dominant market players (such as much better name recognition, much larger sales forces, etc.). In the current cloud market only Amazon and perhaps Azure can be seen as having dominant market positions; all other cloud providers have less than 10% of the market [80]. For all of these other cloud providers, which comprise roughly half of the current cloud market, the Sky may be the preferable choice.

### A.1.3 Speculation

In many ways, the intercloud broker is merely a mechanism that turns cloud computing into a more competitive market. However, efforts to create the Sky will be for naught if the currently dominant clouds remain dominant and proprietary even after the intercloud broker is put in place. Here we speculate briefly on the factors that will play a critical role in how the competition plays out. We start with four basic assumptions:

- **Sky-based clouds may innovate faster**: Sky clouds need not market their technologies; they merely need to post faster speeds and/or lower prices for various workloads. Thus, the intercloud broker itself speeds innovation because workloads will automatically follow the better $P_2$s, no matter how they arose. In addition, Sky clouds can focus their innovative energies on narrow classes of tasks where they might have special expertise (e.g., Oracle for databases) or special hardware (e.g., Samsung for storage, Google for TPUs, NVIDIA for GPUs). In fact, this is already happening: see the recent announcements by Nvdii, Equinix, and Cirrascale [12].

- **Large clouds have economies of scale**: There are undeni-
able advantages to operating a cloud at scale, such as greater leverage with suppliers and the ability to amortize various infrastructure costs over larger deployments. These advantages may be the single biggest barrier to the success of Sky.

**Infrastructure providers might provide smaller clouds with better economies of scale:** Infrastructure providers, such as Equinix, who have experience in building out clouds and who can amortize infrastructure costs, can help smaller clouds with deployment. This will not match the economies of scale of the largest clouds, but will allow small clouds to be deployed with reasonable efficiency.

**Small clouds are not necessarily small companies:** One worry is that the proprietary clouds would engage in predatory pricing to prevent the Sky from emerging. However, many companies that will deploy Sky-based clouds will be using them as showcases for their technology (Samsung for storage, Oracle for database workloads, etc.), and they have very deep pockets. So predatory pricing will actually hurt the large clouds more than the smaller ones (because they have smaller market share, their losses are smaller).

Based on these assumptions, the crucial question is whether the rate of innovation of the smaller clouds (which can be more narrowly targeted) is sufficient to compensate for their disadvantage in economies of scale (which is mitigated by infrastructure providers). We have no wisdom to offer on this central but speculative question. However, with innovative companies like Google, IBM, and Alibaba counted as “small clouds” likely to join the Sky rather than remain proprietary, we believe that there is a significant chance that the Sky could emerge as an economically viable alternative to the current cloud ecosystem.

### A.2 ML Training on Spot Instances Across Clouds

In §5.1 we evaluated SkyPilot’s benefits for ML pipelines; here, we show an additional experiment to demonstrate that SkyPilot can run a single ML training job on spot instances across clouds, improving resource availability and reducing costs. In the event of spot instance preemptions, SkyPilot supports migrating a job to another zone, region, or cloud where spot instances are available. We consider training a BERT model with a V100 GPU on a subset of Wikipedia, WikiText-103 (0.5 GB), for 30 epochs. For failure recovery, we save the current model checkpoint (1.5 GB) periodically to a persistent storage. Each epoch runs for around 40 minutes and each checkpointing incurs an overhead of 0.5 minutes.

We evaluate three different strategies to run the job:

- **On-Demand:** runs on an on-demand instance on AWS.
- **SingleRegion:** runs on a spot instance in a single AWS region, `us-east-1`.
- **Broker:** runs on a spot instance, with SkyPilot having the freedom to choose among all US regions of AWS or GCP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Makespan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-Demand</td>
<td>$61.2</td>
<td>20 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SingleRegion</td>
<td>$21.8</td>
<td>34 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broker</td>
<td>$18.4</td>
<td>21 hrs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Costs and makespan for the three strategies to finish BERT training. Data transfer and checkpointing overheads are included.

For a fair comparison, we launch all strategies at the same time and in the same starting region. With SingleRegion, if no spot instances are available in the region when a preemption happens, it waits until they become available again and then resumes the job from the latest checkpoint. With Broker, if no spot instances are available it immediately triggers re-optimization and searches for availability in other regions and clouds; if found, SkyPilot transfers the data/model checkpoint to the new location and resumes the job there. The cost of each data and checkpoint egress across clouds is $0.2.

Figure 11 plots the validation loss curve for each strategy. Around hour 6, the spot instances used by both the SingleRegion and Broker strategies get preempted. SingleRegion waits in the same region. Broker searches for spot instances in other AWS regions, which fail to provide capacity, before finding availability in GCP’s `us-central1` region. After hour 6, the SingleRegion job experiences several more preemptions which cause further delays. Overall, the delays from using a single region adds more than 10 hours to the completion time.

Table 5 shows the total cost and makespan for the three strategies. Broker finishes ~40% faster than SingleRegion because it can leverage spot instance availability across regions and clouds. Moreover, Broker is 10% cheaper than SingleRegion: despite the cross-cloud data egress costs incurred by Broker, the faster recovery time and fewer preemptions (thus, less lost progress) reduce the overall cost compared to SingleRegion. Compared to On-Demand, Broker saves 70% cost due to lower spot prices, while incurring a minimal overhead in makespan (~5%) due to job recovery and checkpointing.